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The concept here is an amalgamation of two governing aspects: the inspirational and the functional. The former considers the site as a physical expression of Nashik, the city where 
the site is located. This idea resonates what Ar. Daniel Leibeskind said: “Buildings don’t consist simply of steel & concrete, they are the spiritual expression of the city.” As such the 
site represents a cameo of Nashik city. The site holds two mounds lying almost at its centre representing in miniature, the topography of the region which lends the city its name. 
Analogous to the river Ganga originating from the Trimbakeshwar hills and flowing through Nashik city disecting it, the shared instituitional facilities form an E-W stream originating 
from the mounds flowing across the site and dividing the institution into the Architecture and Planning block on the north and south respectively. Similarly the N-S running wings with 
the hexagonal nodes, the peripheral road on the South, the link connecting the two departments are analogous to Nasihk city’s NH-3 highway, the rail lines and the bridges respectively.

Institute of Planning and Architecture
Birds-eye view of the Institue from the East Library in the courtyard between the departmentsAuditorium Administration block and entrance foyers

Top—North elevation, Bottom—Key east elevation
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  Interior perspective of the day-lit front atrium and greenhouse Exterior perspective at the eye-level from the South-East  Interior perspective of the day-lit rear atrium

As part of the studio, I examined options for a new campus residential building at the University at Buffalo, that was to complement the existing options and provide a more urban 
living environment close to the academic core on the North campus. The prime goals for the proposal were: Integration—To integrate age groups on some floors and have some floors 
with only one age group; Inclusion—To provide for inclusion by means of diversity in activities and living types ( 5 types of units); Expression of public life—To reinforce the public 
streetscape with quieter study spaces at the rear; Views—To have maximum public area oriented towards the lake; Legibility—To maximize visual access, to aid with way finding and 
awareness of the program. The final design was informed by inputs from focus groups for the post-occupancy evaluation of the existing campus facilities, and also by those from 
precedents and research literature. The program for the proposal was strengthened by the inclusion of salient features such as a hair salon, a furniture-rental shop, a fresh-foods 
grocery store, a computer hardware store, space for recreational activities, a greenhouse, and technology labs.

Plan—first floorPlan—basement Plan—second floor Transverse section, showing light penetration.
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Living-learning quarter



A major objective of the design was to maximize the intake of daylight into the building, especially, the public zones. The double height lounges at the South and North ends, and the 
staggered triple height atriums in the middle, help the light penetrate into the interiors, while also evoking a sense of spaciousness and aiding way finding. The glazed roof, covering 
the greenhouse, brings light into the front atrium and a clerestory lights up the rear atrium, as seen in the transverse section. The section of the duplex apartments occupying the 
last two floors has also been devised to capture ample daylight.  

To display the public activities within and become a welcoming beacon at night.  To express the horizontality of the building.
To seek legibility via the elevational treatment.                                           To emphasize the two corner blocks. 
To distinguish the base levels from the residential floors above.                      To break the monotony of the facade.

East elevation

Transverse section showing light penetration.

Strategies for maximizing daylight:

Goals for the building image:



  Framed views of the sky Phase 1—artifact Phase 2—proposal for tower View from tower basement Phase 3—initial concept
 

Phase 3—morphed concept

I have always been fascinated by the transitory state of enigma which I am thrown into, when I ascend a subway which suddenly opens out to the contrasting extraterranean landscape, 
especially in New York city. The desire to regenerate a similar experience in collaboration with an understanding of Kenneth Frampton’s cosmological interpretations of Gotfreid Semper’s 
theories of the stereotomic and tectonic, formed the mold in which the initial ideas for the project were cast in the form of an artifact. Stepping up in scale, the second phase of the 
studio was an extension of the first one itself but with the inclusion of a program. The intent of the tectonic portion—in perspective—itself framing the view of the sky formed the 
core of the concept here. The desire for a dissolution of the body of the tower is manifest in the cladding system. The view of the sky from the ground and above were guiding param-
eters for both these phases of the project. 

 Section

Phase 1—transition from enclosure to emancipation Phase 2—the external dissolution of the cladding Phase 3—strategic placement of openings Phase 3—abstraction of the openings
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  Stirrups for piles Strips mounted on formwork core Post-base connection, custom made Post, seemingly levitates oft base Construction-formwork stage
 

Construction-tectonic component

Encompassing some of the ideas from the first two projects, was the third tower for which I collaborated with two other students. The process involved was a major source of learning 
for the progressive translation of the first sketch—through the minutest detail in the execution—into the final product, which falls somewhere between the definition of a sculpture and 
a habitable built form. Custom designed and assembled formwork, custom sized cladding studs and structural components, as well as the necessary adjustments for compliance with the 
requirements of various authorities, did amplify the time and effort required. Merging the ideas of the three team members, the tower attempts to portray the concept of gradation and 
pixelation; the details such as the bottom-top attenuation in the size of the grooves in the stereotomic base, mirrored by an amplification of spacing between the tectonic components, 
are devised to articulate these intentions. Collectively we performed the tasks of the architect, the contractor, the structural engineer as well as all the site workers.

Mock assembly of formwork in workshop Joints staggered at the corners The glued and laminated posts act as anchors OSB strips chiseled out to form negative recesses

Final tower at Griffis Sculpture Park





  View of rear end from the South Site Plan View of entrance foyer from approach road

The brief demanded designing a Rural Health Care unit in Panvel—a district on the outskirts of Mumbai city. The Center had to accommodate basic medical facilities, along with resi-
dences for full time doctors, nurses and ward boys. It was imperative to do justice to the rural setting in terms of form, materials and overall character, and this intent constituted 
the essence of the project. Functionally, the design was governed by the needs and hierarchy of medical treatment. Natural light & ventilation were ensured by elements such as the 
courtyard and elevated skylights. Design guidelines for users with disabilities were also adhered to.
 

Top—First level floor plan;  Bottom—Roof plan Top—Section A-A’;   Middle—East Elevation;   Bottom—North Elevation
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Doctors’ quartersWardboys’ quarters

Vehicle parking

Bullock cart
           

Health Care Center
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Nurses’ quarters
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Rural Health Care Center



  Process model 1—super insulation Process model 2—inner shell Process model 2—outer shell Process model 2—multiple shells Plan—lower Level Section—ventliation during summer

Development of concept, initiating from the idea of layered clothing adopted to combat weather The volumes help heat retention and ventilation—analogous to HVAC ducts.

The most basic approach of individuals to negate the effect of weather is the idea of layering. But as opposed to clothing where the object is singular, a house accommodates different 
individuals, with their own definitions of a comfort zone and physiological needs in accordance with the activities engaged in. As such, with the need to economize on energy resources, 
just uniformly loading the entire outer shell of the house may not be the answer. So, as a means of catering to the physiological needs of different individuals, I proposed to develop a 
typology of Selectively Super Insulating the house, which—analogous to clothing—deploys multiple levels of layering for the spaces within the house in combination with adjunct strate-
gies such as stratification and solar orientation to create varied microclimates.
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Rain coat

Legend:

Pull over (insulative layer1)

Basic clothing (insulative layer2)

Thermal innerwear (insulative layer3)

Main body

low

Level of insulation

high

Shedding skin



  

outer transparent envelope 
( glass/ ETFE may be used)      

existing shell of house

inner transparent envelope

further interior wrapping for 
thermal retention / isolation

ventilators which facilitate 
air flow via stack effect

ventilators which facilitate 
air flow via stack effect

Process model—layering and air stratification strategies Layers as functional surrogates for typical wall Interior layering enables external peeling

Frosted plexiglass represents inner layer Etched plexiglass represents intermediate layer Plain cardboard, exposed cardboard, plywood represent the layers of the house shell from ouside-inside.

outer transparent envelope
(glass/ETFE may be used)

air/vapor barrier

gypsum board

stud

furring strip

exterior sheathing

exterior siding

insulation

existing shell of house 

inner transparent envelope

further interior wrapping 
for thermal retention

What this proposal does is, it opens up some new areas of research and investigation. These could be material driven or even program driven. For instance all of these materials would 
have some common requirements such as providing great insulation but also allow light transmission and still be as light as possible. Two such materials are aerogel and ETFE. But then 
there would be some specific demands too: the outermost layer would need to be transparent, the middle layer could control shading while the innermost can afford to be translucent. 

Since the layering is  additive on the inside rather than outside, it actually relieves the outer skin of its inusalitive function allowing it to peel off or shed selectively and potentially 
vanish at places.

Potential and Conclusion:

Selective peeling



  The cotton plant as the inception of the concept Cotton research laboratory Exhibition area/ retail market Cotton trade center

This was our college entry for the G-Sen trophy at the annual National Association of Students of Architecture (N.A.S.A) Competition 2007-2008 in India; for which we won a prestigious 
citation. I was the Head-Coordinator of the trophy and as such apart from theory for the panels and report—which was solely my responsibility—I had to manage the team effort from 
scratch up to the final presentation which was given by me. As per the brief we had to select, document and redesign a site which had a rich historical past but had deteriorated over 
time and as a result, lost its former glory and essence Accordingly, we chose the precinct of the Cotton Exchange building in Mumbai and proposed to revitalize it by establishing it as 
an even more glorious Cotton Hub than before. Salient inclusions were a cotton museum, cotton trade center, retail market and cotton research labs. Our objective was to restructure it 
to suit today’s changed circumstances and needs and at the same time return to the society, to the place, that “Habitat” from where it originated, from where it’s seeds were sown.   

Cotton Village

The form and location for the various facility buildings in the cotton village were inspired by the morphology of the parts of a cotton plant
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  Catering college—designed plans and elevations Residential building, Khar, Mumbai—monitored site work periodically Commercial bldg.—massing model Housing unit, Akola—massing model

In my brief tenure at the offices where I worked, I always tried to undertake duties, beyond what the norm called for. Typically, the first few weeks in all the offices, involved tasks 
such as drafting, material and cost estimation, research, preparing working drawings, basic massing models, presentation material and client correspondence. However, with my employ-
ers’ belief in my potential and my own insistence, I was slowly assigned tasks such as supervising site work, and also getting a chance to provide inputs in the design process. I also 
had a chance to develop alternate design proposals for a few buildings under the supervision of my seniors. The intention, always was to continually expand the palette of my skills 
and gain knowledge in the different aspects of design and construction..
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GROUND FLOOR 
+ 0.00 M. LVL.

FIRST FLOOR
+ 4.20 M. LVL.

THIRD FLOOR
+ 11.20 M. LVL.

FOURTH FLOOR
 + 14.70 M. LVL.

TERRACE FLOOR
 + 18.20 M. LVL.

SECOND FLOOR
+ 7.70 M. LVL.

 + 21.70 M. LVL.
TERRACE WALL

Hotel Landmark, Dubai-designed and drafted elevations under supervision.
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